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Abstract
Mass  shootings,  such  as  the  ones  that  occurred  at  Columbine,  
Virginia   Tech,  Northern   Illinois  University,   and  Fort  Hood  
receive   considerable   attention   in   the   public   arena.      Though  
mass  shootings,  this  paper  considers  the  way  in  which  the  race  
public  to  these  tragedies.    Mass  shootings  are  viewed  through  
the   lens  of  Omi  and  Winant’s   (1994)  racial   formation   theory.     
The  prominence  given  to  the  race  of  the  perpetrator  when  the  
shooter  is  of  any  race  but  white  and  the  deliberate  omission  of  
race  in  discussions  of  white  shooters  suggests  a  racial  project  
that  results   in  both  white  privilege  and  an  opposing  “forever  
foreigner”  status  for  non-­whites.    
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Introduction
On  April  16,  2007,  a  man  entered  Norris  Hall  where  classes  
were  underway  at  Virginia  Polytechnic  Institute  and  State  University  
(more  commonly  known  as  Virginia  Tech)  in  Blacksburg,  Virginia.  
than  200  rounds,  unleashing  a  fury  of  violence  that  would  leave  32  
U.S.  permanent  resident  and  a  student  at  Virginia  Tech.     Within  
who  had  “taken  it  upon  themselves  to  apologize  for  the  actions  of  
gunman  Cho  Seung  Hui,  citing  a  sense  of  collective  guilt  and  shame  
simply  by  virtue  of  a  shared  ethnicity”  (Hong  2007).
A  little  less  than  one  year  later,  on  February  14,  2008,  another  
man  entered  Cole  Hall   at  Northern   Illinois  University   (NIU)   in  
walked  onto  a  stage  at  the  front  of  a  large  classroom  and  began  
graduate   student   from  NIU.     Like  most  mass   school   shooters,  
and  wounding  another  thirty.    His  shooting  rampage  stopped  when  
of  immigrant  parents  from  a  small  Palestinian  town  near  Jerusalem  
(Dao  2009).    Hasan  was  also  Muslim.    Within  days  of  the  shooting,  
Muslims  and  Arabs  alike  began  “bracing  themselves  for  a  wave  of  
anger  and  attacks  after  news  broke  on  Thursday  that  the  primary  
suspect  behind  the  shooting  deaths  of  twelve  soldiers  at  Fort  Hood  
had  a  Arabic  and/or  Muslim-­sounding  name”  (Stein  2009).
In  this  paper,  we  consider  the  ways  in  which  mass  shootings  
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public.    The  prominence  given  to  the  race  of  the  perpetrator  when  
the  shooter  is  anything  but  white  and  the  deliberate  omission  of  
race   in   discussions   of  white   shooters   invites   discourse   on   the  
marked  disparity.     Mass   shootings,   viewed   through   the   lens   of  
that  simultaneously  reinforce  white  privilege  and  reconstruct  an  
opposing  ‘forever  foreigner’  status  for  non-­whites  (O’Brien  2008).
Mass  Shootings
Gun   violence   is   a   daily   occurrence   in   the  United   States.  
Shootings  occur  with  alarming  frequency,  often  in  the  form  of  gang  
violence,   during   robberies   or   other   forms  of   violence   targeting  
more  frequently  in  the  past  two  decades,  are  mass  shootings.    Mass  
shootings   are   differentiated   from  other   forms   of   gun   violence  
by   the   fact   that   the   victims   are   generally   randomly   targeted  by  
Langman  (2009)  who  said  that  “rampage  school  shootings  occur  
when  students  or  former  students  attack  their  own  schools”  (p.  2).  
the  recent  Fort  Hood  shooting  shared  many  of  the  characteristics  
here  will  include  any  shooting  that  involves  a  member  or  former  
member  of  a  particular  group  that  attacks  other  members  of  that  
group,  where  multiple  victims  are  chosen  apparently  at  random  by  
the  perpetrator,  and  where  guns  are  the  principle  weapon  used  in  
the  attack.    The  incident  at  Fort  Hood,  which  was  carried  out  by  an  
Mass  school-­shootings  are  not  a  new  phenomenon.    In  1966,  
climbed   a   clock   tower   at   the   school   and   began   shooting.     His  
rampage  took  the  lives  of  thirteen  people  and  wounded  thirty-­three  
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eight  mass  school-­shootings  between  1974  and  2002  and  described  
another  nine  that  occurred  between  2002  and  2008  (Newman  and  
1    
Data  and  Methods
This  paper  will  focus  on  four  shootings,   two  of  which  were  
at  Columbine  High  School,  Northern  Illinois  University,  Virginia  
Tech,   and  Fort  Hood,   respectively.     These   four   incidents  were  
of   these   particular   events   illustrates   the   varying   role   that   race  
most  mass  shooting  involve  perpetrators  who  are  white,  drawing  
on  the  Virginia  Tech  and  Fort  Hood  shootings  provided  a  unique  
glimpse   into   tragedies  committed  by  non-­whites.     Second,  each  
of   these   events   occurred  within   the   past   decade,   giving   them  
more   contemporary   relevance.      Finally,   these   particular   events  
were  chosen  in  part  because  each  attracted  a  high  level  of  media  
attention.    Although  any  mass  shooting  is  newsworthy,  each  of  the  
four  incidents  used  here  became  pre-­eminent  national  news  stories  
that  captured  the  attention  of  the  American  public.    Although  we  
the  mass  shootings  over  the  past  quarter  century,  this  becomes  an  
empirical  question.    Because  we  did  not  draw  a  random  sample  of  
mass  shootings,  we  do  not  mean  to  suggest  that  these  results  are  
    The  purpose  of  this  paper  is  to  assess  whether  public  and  media  
described  by  Omi  and  Winant  (1994).    Data  for  this  assessment  were  
individual  incidents  looking  for  any  mention  of  race,  either  directly  
the   race   of   the   perpetrator,  whereas   indirect   references  might  
1  
shooting  was  committed  by  a  Black  perpetrator.
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include  those  that  used  “code  words”  to  identify  the  perpetrator’s  
race  (Bonilla-­Silva  2006).    Because  theories  of  whiteness  suggest  
that  people  often  fail  to  see  “white”  as  a  race  (Frankenberg  1993),  
Understanding  Race
meant  by  the  term  race.    This,  in  itself,  is  a  question  easier  asked  
than  answered.    Although  race  was  at  one  time  considered  to  be  
based  on  biological  difference,  most  scholars  today  view  race  as  
a  social  construct  (
based  on  phenotypical  differences,   the  most  obvious  being  skin  
of  individuals  originated  from  a  nepotistic  need  to  defend  familial  
ties,  or  blood  lines.    Through  the  passage  of  time  and  as  a  result  
2006;;  Winant  2000).    Today,  the  terms  race  and  ethnicity  are  often  
used  interchangeably  in  common  vernacular.    In  fact,  some  argue  
that   race   is   so   historically   laden  with   inaccurate   and  persistent  
implications  that  we  should  do  away  with  the  term  altogether  (Fields  
1990;;  Montagu  1962).
the  way   in  which   race   affects   any   interpretation   of   shooting  
rampages.     Though   phenotypical   differences   between   humans  
concept  can  be  understood  as  a  more  contemporary  development  
associated  with   the   arrival   of  Europeans   in   the  Americas.     The  
discovery   of   people  who   looked   and   acted   differently   led   to   a  
religious   crisis   among  Europeans  who  were   suddenly   forced   to  
of   peoples  who  were  more   ‘different’   than   any  whom  Europe  
had  previously   known”   (Omi   and  Winant   1994:62).      Similarly,  
the  unequal   treatment   and  enslavement  of   a  particular  group  of  
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Slavery  caused  ideological  dissonance  for  Americans,  and  whites  
sought  to  resolve  this  dissonance  through  the  creation  of  race,  a  
designation  of  one  group  of  people  as  naturally  inferior  to  another.  
differences   between   people   of   different   races   and   the   inherent  
superiority   of  whites   over   non-­whites   (Omi   and  Winant   1994).  
This  ideology  of  racism,  like  any  other  ideology,  is  reinforced  and  
reproduced  through  rituals.    Fields  (1990)  suggests  that,  contrary  
to  what  many  claim,  an  ideology  does  not  have  a  life  of  its  own  but  
and  replicated  by  successive  generations.    She  concludes  that  the  
reason  that  racism  continues  is  “because  we  continue  to  create  it  
today”  (Fields  1990:117).    This  suggests  that  race,  and  therefore  
racial   categories,   are   not   static,   but   are   constantly   created   and  
This  idea  that  race  is  constantly  created  and  recreated  by  society  
was  more  clearly  delineated  by  Omi  and  Winant  (1994)  in  their  
into  account  the  history  of  race  relations,  racial  formation  theory  
categories  are  created,  inhabited,  transformed,  and  destroyed”  (Omi  
as  a  series  of  macro-­  and  micro-­level  social  processes  resulting  in  
social  structural  manifestations  of  racial  hierarchy  or  dominance,  
ignored,  though  in  reality  it  is  simply  replaced  by  code  words  that  
signify  race  without  direct  reference  to  race.    At  the  micro-­level,  
in  the  way  that  race  is  noticed  in  day  to  day  interactions.    In  other  
unconsciously,  we  ‘notice’  race”  (Omi  and  Winant  1994:59);;    thus,  
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“if  and  only  if  it  creates  and  reproduces  structures  of  domination  
based  on  essentialist  categories  of  race”  (Omi  and  Winant  1994:71,  
italics  in  original).
Understanding  Whiteness
In   their   racial   formation   theory,  Omi   and  Winant   (1994)  
conceptualized  the  U.S.  racial  order  as  an  “unstable  equilibrium.”  
Specifically,   they   argued   that   in   times   of   contestation   the  
state,   alongside   other   social   institutions,   adapts   either   through  
accommodating   the   change   or   rigidly  maintaining   the   status  
quo.    As  sociohistorical  formations,  racial  formations  originate  in  
particular  times  and  places.    As  such,  race  in  the  U.S.  is  embedded  
While  often  overlooked,  DuBois’s  ([1920]2004)  essay  “The  
white  supremacy  and  white  privilege.    Long  before  Frankenberg’s  
(1993)  classic  study  of  white  women  and  Lipsitz’s  (1995)  critique  
of   the   “possessive   investment”   of  whiteness,  DuBois   critiqued  
the   invisibility   and   universality   of   the   “white   race.”     Critical  
whiteness  studies,  as  a  branch  of  scholarship  on  race,  began  with  
Frankenberg’s  (1993)  study  of  white  women.    Whiteness  was  largely  
conceptualized  as  a  set  of  three  interlocking  components.    First,  
whiteness  was  regarded  as  a  structural  position  of  racial  privilege  
and  power.     Second,   it  was  viewed  as  a   standpoint   from  which  
white  people  understand   themselves  and  others.     Finally,   it  was  
considered  a  set  of  cultural  practices  that  remains  largely  invisible  
).
of  whiteness   as   the   standard   through  which   other   races  would  
(1990)  argued  that  the  notion  of  race  developed  as  an  ideological  
Harris  (1992)  argued  that  white  identity  and  whiteness  developed  
as   a   systematic   response   to   the   institution   of   slavery   such   that  
“whiteness  was   the   characteristic,   the   attribute,   the   property   of  
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of  whiteness  as  a  form  of  property  not  only  separated  Europeans  
from  Africans,  but  it  also  helped  establish  a  new  racial  hi erarchy.  
visibility  rather  than  its  invisibility.    With  the  upsurge  of  diversity  
awareness  and  multi-­cultural  programs,  whites  can  no  longer  avoid  
the  privilege  of  their  own  skin  color;;    thus,  this  crisis  has  resulted  
in  the  heightened  visibility  of  white  privilege  (Gallagher  1995)  and  
have  reinforced  the  power  of  whiteness.    First,  a  neo-­conservative  
racial   politics   has   been   reconceptualized   under   a   colorblind,  
liberal  individualist  egalitarianism  (Bonilla-­Silva  2006).    Second,  
a   neo-­liberal   approach   has   argued   that  we  must   get   “beyond”  
attempts  to  obscure  the  reality  of  racial  identities  through  a  form  
of   radical   social   constructionism.      Finally,   the   new   abolitionist  
than  oppressive  and  false,  these  new  abolitionists  take  an  apologetic  
stance  towards  white  privilege  without  actually  acknowledging  the  
structural  advantages  whiteness  brings.    
While  white   racial   hegemony  has   constructed  whiteness   as  
a  largely  “unnamed  and  unmarked”  racial  category,  white  racial  
we  suggest  that  mass  shootings  represent  a  particular  form  of  racial  
non-­white   shooters   such   that   the   raciality   of  whiteness   and   the  
privilege  it  contains  remains  intact.  
Racialization  of  Mass  Shootings
impact  that  result  from  mass  shootings  are  so  devastating  that  it  is  
easy  to  understand  why  those  involved,  as  well  as  society  as  a  whole,  
would  want  to  move  forward  and  put  these  tragedies  behind  them.  
It  is  easy  to  see  why  people  might  bristle  at  the  suggestion  that  race  
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is  an  important  factor  in  understanding  the  way  in  which  the  public,  
than  white,   however,   race   suddenly   takes   front-­stage   in  media  
contend  that  “so  racialized  is  the  development  of  American  society  
that  virtually  no  social  analysis  can  take  place  without  a  recognition  
shooting  of  1999  in  which  two  white  students  went  on  a  shooting  
spree  in  their  own  school,  killing  thirteen  and  wounding  23  more,  
of  this  tragedy  that  shook  the  small  town  of  Littleton,  Colorado.  
spatial  segregation  and  always  constituting  racialized  places”  (p.  
played  any  part  in  the  Columbine  massacre  as  well  as  an  emergent  
the  ordinary  run  of  events,  an  aberration
2000:394,  italics  in  original).
Because  the  Columbine  shooters  were  both  white,  and  because  
only  one  of  the  victims  was  African  American,  race  was  quickly  
dismissed  as  a  relevant  factor.    The  ability  to  summarily  dismiss  
and  Peake  (2000)  argue  that  race  is  an  important  factor  precisely  
because  the  massacre  occurred  in  a  predominately  white  town,  in  
a  predominately  white  school,  by  shooters  who  were  themselves  
a  normative  white  gaze   that  operated  not  by  emphasizing  racial  
boys,  the  hegemony  of  whiteness  is  reinforced,  given  a  position  of  
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normalcy,  and  made  invisible;;    thus,  “it  is  the  absence,  rather  than  
the  absence  of  race-­talk  in  the  aftermath  of  the  Northern  Illinois  
University  (NIU)  shooting  in  2008.    Jim  Thomas,  a  professor  at  
NIU  who  had  mentored  the  man  who  would  become  the  perpetrator  
are   interpreted  by  media  or   law  enforcement  by   imposing  prior  
narratives  of  new,  similar  events,  and  we  analyze  these  by  invoking  
a  common  vocabulary  and  shared  methods”  (Thomas  2008:110).  
By   repeating   perspectives   popularized   by   previous   shootings,  
particularly   those   that   also   involved  white   perpetrators,   race  
blind  ideology  of  mass-­shootings  involving  white  perpetrators.    
This  occurred  both  at  Virginia  Tech  and  at  Fort  Hood  where  race  
suddenly  become  not  only  an   issue,  but  one  of  such  paramount  
importance   that   others  who   shared   a   racial   identity  with   the  
perpetrator  became  victims  of  racial  interpellation  (Chong  2008;;  
Hall  1980),  forced  to  apologize  or,  worse,  made  to  live  in  fear  of  
retaliation.
demonstrated   in   the  way   that   blame  was   attributed   in   disparate  
ways  depending  on  the  race  of  the  shooters.    White  assailants  are  
more  likely  than  their  non-­white  counterparts  to  be  seen  as  deviant  
2003),  who  considered  the  role  
that  homophobia  plays  in  school  shootings,  also  note  that  “as  the  
shooters  have  become  White  and  suburban  middle-­class  boys,  the  
public  has  shifted  the  blame  away  from  group  characteristics   to  
felt   some   level   of   responsibility   for   the   actions   of   the  Virginia  
Tech  shooter,  and  Arabs  feared  retribution  for  the  actions  of  the  
Fort  Hood  shooter,  whites  were  careful  to  disassociate  themselves  
from  the  violence  perpetrated  by  white  shooters  by  labeling  their  
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the   simultaneously   privileges  whiteness   and  marginalizes   non-­
whiteness.
The  very  ability  to  eradicate  race  from  any  social  discourse  is  
a  distinctly  white  privilege.    Concomitant  with  this  is  the  ability  
to   redirect   focus   away   from  whites   as   a   distinct   population   by  
pathologizing  their  aberrant  behavior  while  reserving  the  right  to  
generalize  the  abhorrent  behavior  of  non-­whites.    By  ignoring  the  
of  white  shooters  can  be  dismissed  as  abnormal  behavior  amidst  
shootings  are  sought  in  a  myriad  of  psycho-­social  factors  without  
seriously  considering  the  race  of  the  perpetrator.    Wise  (2001)  put  
it  this  way:    “Indeed,  every  time  media  commentators  discuss  the  
similarities   in   these  crimes   they  mention   that   the   shooters  were  
boys,  they  were  loners,  they  got  picked  on,  but  never  do  they  seem  
ability  to  ignore  race  in  describing  mass  shootings  was  evident  in  
shooting   (Verlinden,  Hersen,   and  Thomas   2000).     This   report  
analyzed  shooters  from  nine  different  rampages.    Among  all  the  
risk  factors  considered  in  the  report,  race  is  never  mentioned.  The  
authors  of   the   report   completely   ignored   the   fact   that   all  of   the  
White  privilege  involves  more  than  the  ability  to  ignore  race.  
white  victims.     Not  only  have  most  school  shooters  been  white,  
but  coming  from  predominately  white  social  environments,  their  
victims  were  mostly  white  as  well.    While  carefully  omitting  overt  
discussions   of   race,   the  media   nonetheless   tends   to   give  more  
coverage  to  tragedies  that  involved  white  victims  (Lawrence  and  
Mueller  2003).     Ironically,   the  fact  that  most  of  the  perpetrators  
are  white   fuels   the   rhetoric   that   these   rampages   are   somehow  
anomalous,  that  they  “tear  apart  the  fabric  of  the  American  myth”  
(Aitken  2001:598).    That  so  much  attention  is  paid  to  the  relatively  
rare  violence  that  occurs  in  mass  shootings  has  been  cited  as  evidence  
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of  the  “man-­bites-­dog”  criterion  of  what  is  considered  newsworthy.  
It  has  been  said  that  “when  a  dog  bites  a  person,  nobody  cares,  but  
and  Mueller   2003:332).     The   shooting   of  whites   by   someone  
else  who  is  also  white  is  considered  so  out  of  the  ordinary  that  it  
receives  massive  media  and  governmental  attention  while  more  
mundane  violence,  an  everyday  occurrence  in  poor  urban  areas,  is  
ignored  and  attributed  to  a  culture  of  poverty  (often  read  as  Black  
or  Latino  culture).    Because  mass  shootings  by  whites  are  rarer  than  
the  violence  captured  by  news  stories  of  blacks  shooting  blacks  in  
urban  ghettos,  white  communities  become  the  norm  where  mass  
shootings  can  only  be  characterized  as  an  anomaly.    Meanwhile,  
inner-­city  communities  with  racial  diversity  are  seen  as  the  “other”  
Peake  (2000)  contend  that  society  needs  to  “recognize  the  ways  
in  which  the  wider  U.S.  society  glossed  over  this  background,  in  
both  media  coverage  and  everyday  conversation,  in  order  to  focus  
upon  the  normalized  whiteness  of  the  community”  (p.  393).    They  
further  illustrate  their  point  by  musing:
It  is  perhaps  not  pushing  the  point  too  far  to  suggest  that  if  the  
events  at  Columbine  had  taken  place  in  an  urban  school,  or  had  
very  personal  and  aberrant  characteristics  of  the  shooters  would  
have  been  replaced  by  more  generalized,  and  more  obviously  
racialized,  representations  of  black  American  culture,  epitomized  
and  Peake  2000:396)
shooters  had  been  poor  African  American  boys  in  inner-­city  schools,  
it  is  much  less  likely  that  their  acts  would  have  been  seen  as  deviant  
or  pathological”  (p.  1443).
for   the   Columbine  massacre,   were   described   as   antisocial,  
psychopathic,   and   loners   (Langman   2009).     The   shock   in   the  
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traditional  American  landscape,  the  “mythic  place  of  white  middle-­
antithesis  of  this  community,  portrayed  as  “aberrations,  one-­of-­a-­
his  killing  spree,  was  initially  thought  to  be  a  model  student,  being  
a  Dean’s  award  winner.    He  was  viewed  as  a  normal  young  man.  
Subsequent   investigations   revealed   a   different   picture,   one   that  
another   side,   one   that   few  people  noticed”   (Thomas  2008:111).  
Media  accounts  obsessed  over  his  history  of  psychiatric  problems,  
drawing   considerable   attention   to   the   fact   that   he   had   recently  
stopped  taking  psychotropic  medication  and  had  recently  acquired  
several   disturbing   tattoos   depicting   violent   characters   from   the  
movie,  “Saw”  (Thomas  2008;;  Vann  2008).    David  Van  (2008),  a  
writer  and  professor  at  the  University  of  San  Francisco,  summed  up  
and  then  himself  at  Northern  Illinois  University  in  February,  was  a  
snapped.    He  was  not”  (p.  114).    In  both  of  these  incidents,  race  is  
carefully  omitted  as  a  relevant  factor.    They  were,  after  all,  white  
perpetrators  who  shot  randomly,  impacting  mostly  white  victims.  
White  privilege,   then,  allowed   the  discourse   to  be   shifted  away  
from  a  generalized  social  problem  associated  with  race,  to  one  of  
personal  issues  representing  individualized  pathologies.
Marginalization  of  Other
1950),  an  early  pioneer  of  race  studies,  described  
what   he   called   the   “marginal  man.”     The   fundamental   notion  
behind  the  study  of  the  marginal  man  is  “the  conviction  that  the  
individual’s  personality,  while  based  on  instincts,  temperament  and  
the  individual’s  conception  of  himself”  (Park  1950:375).    Theories  
of  assimilation  place  immigrants  into  this  category  of  the  marginal  
man,  one  who  occupies  a  place  somewhere  between  foreigner  and  
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citizen.    Bonilla-­Silva  (2004)  suggests  that  some  immigrants  will  
achieve  the  status  of  “honorary  white”  while  others  will   remain  
relegated  to  positions  of  inferiority.    Tuan  (1998),  however,  argues  
that   regardless   of   how   close   non-­white   immigrants  may   come  
to  achieving  “whiteness,”   they  will  nonetheless  remain  “forever  
may  have  reached  the  status  of  honorary  white,  they  continue  to  
Americans  are  racially  triangulated  against  both  Whites  and  Blacks.  
She  notes  that  this  racial  triangulation  is  advantageous  for  Whites  
because  it  allows  them  to  criticize  and  dismantle  programs  such  as  
This   in-­between   position   of  Asian-­Americans   is   clearly  
illustrated   in   public   responses   to   the  Virginia  Tech   shooting,  
quickly   evident   that  Cho   suffered   from  mental   problems,   his  
psychotic   diatribe,   broadcasted   on   television   and   repeated   ad  
nauseum  over  the  internet,  did  not  successfully  shift  the  discourse  
identity.     They  are   also  prompted  by   the   fear  of   racialization  
itself,   for   having   one’s   racial   particularity   called   out   in   the  
have  originally  targeted  Cho  in  the  media  spotlight,  but  in  fact  
addresses  any  Asian  American  who  recognizes  him  or  herself  by  
that  racial  label.  (Chong  2008:32-­33)
Asian-­Americans  caught  in  the  status  of  “forever  foreigners”  found  
themselves  not  only  fearing  retaliation  for  the  Virginia  Tech  attack  
but  actually  apologizing  for  it.    Without  the  protections  afforded  by  
unable   to  either   shift   the   focus  of   the  attack  away   from  race  or  
successfully  pronounce  pathological  issues  suffered  by  the  shooter  
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as  the  sole  cause  of  his  actions.    Instead,  the  model-­minority  status  
of  Asian-­Americans  that  often  allows  them  to  remain  invisible  in  
a  white-­dominated  society  was  instantly  shattered,  leaving  Asian-­
distrustful  gaze  of  a  white  America.    In  response,  “they  apologize[d]  
not  only  for  Cho’s  actions,  but  for  being  Asian  American  in  a  society  
that  demands  the  erasure  of  racial  difference  for  the  full  assumption  
of  rights”  (Chong  2008:36).                         
are  still  not  granted  the  full  privileges  associated  with  being  white.  
(1997)   suggests   a   temporary   state,   one   that   can   eventually   be  
overcome   as   one   is   fully   accepted   as  white,   both  Bonilla-­Silva  
(2004)  and  O’Brien  (2008)  argue  that  this  honorary  white  or  forever  
foreigner  status  is  more  permanent,  suggesting  that  the  privileges  of  
‘whiteness’  remains  largely  out  of  reach  for  those  not-­quite-­white  
immigrants.
It  is  into  this  category  that  Arab  Americans  fall  (Abdulrahim  
2008;;  Dualteri  2008).
In  the  years  following  World-­War  II,  the  relationship  between  
racialized  as  culturally  barbaric  and  predisposed  to  violence  and  
terrorism   (Cainkar   2008).     On  September   11,   2001,   individuals  
into  the  Twin  Towers  in  New  York  and  the  Pentagon  in  Washington,  
D.C.      In   response   to   these  attacks   the  United  States   instituted  a  
series  of  policies  that  targeted  Arabs,  including  Arab  Americans.  
Christian,  as  opposed  to  Muslim,  are  less  likely  to  report  incidents  of  
on  the  other  hand,  are  much  more  likely  to  acknowledge  higher  
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gaze  in  the  United  States  as  either  “good  Arabs”  or  “bad  Arabs.”  
To  be  viewed  as  “good”
Arab   political   culture…and   the   political   aspects   of   cultural  
forms,  must   be   suppressed  whenever   these   entail   vigorous  
for   acquiescence   in  matters   of  U.S.   foreign  policy.   (Shryock  
2008:108)
To  an  American  public  that  has  but  a  rudimentary  understanding  of  
foreign  cultures  as  well  as  little  understanding  of  religions  that  fall  
outside  of  Christianity  to  be  Arab  and  Muslim  is  to  be  a  “bad  Arab.”
in  November  of  2009,  he  reportedly  shouted   the  words  “Allahu  
Akbar,”  which  translates  to  “God  is  Great.”    This  phrase  is  known  
as  the  takbir
emotions  (TMG  2009).    Although  investigations  concluded  that  the  
gunman  acted  alone,  the  incident  prompted  immediate  accusations  
of  terrorism  with  Senator  Joseph  Lieberman  calling  it  “the  most  
destructive  terrorist  attack  on  America  since  September  11,  2001”  
(AFP  2009).    Little  was  said  about  the  mental  health  of  Hassan,  
a   licensed   psychiatrist.     What   details  were   released   about   his  
personal  history  focused  mainly  on  his  religious  connections  and  
cast   a   suspicious   eye  on  Arabs,   eliciting   fear   of   retaliation   and  
designation  as  white,  were  unable  to  evoke  white  privilege  in  order  
to  shift  the  focus  away  from  Arabs  as  a  race  and  onto  Hassan  as  an  
individual  with  obvious  mental  issues.    As  with  the  Virginia  Tech  
Conclusion
When  people  are  killed  by  senseless  violence,  we  are  left  feeling  
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helpless.    When  the  senseless  violence  is  committed  by  someone  
from  the  same  social  group  as  his  victims,  we  are  left  wondering  
why.      In   seeking   answers,   the   race   of   the   perpetrator   plays   an  
important,  though  often  covert,  role.    Through  the  process  of  racial  
accounts  of  the  shootings  or  else  takes  center  stage  as  a  fundamental  
issue.    Drawing  on  white  privilege,  a  privilege  so  taken-­for-­granted  
from   the   race   of  white   shooters.      Instead,   these   individuals   are  
labeled  as  aberrations,  anomalies  within  society,  or  psychopaths  
who   represent   the   antithesis   of  mainstream  America.     Without  
forever  doomed  to  be  the  blackguards  of  their  race,  a  permanent  
shadow   to   those  who  bear  a   cultural  or  phenotypical   similarity.  
In  short,  whites  are  able  to  successfully  disassociate  themselves  
from  massacres  perpetrated  by  whites,  whereas  non-­whites   feel  
obligated   to   apologize   for   crimes   committed   by   someone   from  
their  race  or  to  be  vigilant  against  potential  irrational  retaliation  or  
retribution  from  a  color-­blind  public  who  nonetheless  seems  unable  
to  distinguish  between  a  mass  murderer  and  someone  who  bears  
some  resemblance  to  that  murderer.
Most  mass   shootings   that   have   occurred   since   the   1966  
males.    Shootings  in  which  the  perpetrator  was  not  white  stand  out  
four  separate  shootings,  two  committed  by  whites  and  two  by  non-­
and  Wynant’s  (1994)    racial  formation  theory,  has  systematically,  
albeit  covertly  and  perhaps  unconsciously,  erased  race  as  a  salient  
topic  in  the  former  incidents  while  simultaneously  emphasizing  race  
as  a  critical  issue  in  the  latter  attacks.    The  Columbine  shooting  and  
the  Northern  Illinois  University  shooting  were  both  committed  by  
white  perpetrators,  although  no  white  groups  apologized  and  no  
attacks  at  both  Virginia  Tech  and  Fort  Hood,  on  the  other  hand,  
involved  non-­white   assailants   and   evoked   fear   of   retribution   in  
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